
Keystone Science School 

Snow Science Curriculum Map 

Essential Questions 

Snow plays an important role in  

ecosystems and watersheds 

How does snow affect 

a watershed? 

Essential Understandings 

What causes snow to change? 

Knowledge 
The temperature gradient causes snow grains to metamorphose 

due to the movement of water vapor within the snowpack 

 

Snow changes from airborne snow flakes to partially settled  

flakes and grains on snowpack surface to snow grains within the  

snowpack 

 

The snowpack is a combination of layers of many different types  

of snow grains 

 

Each snow grain type has unique physical properties that affect  

the overall stability of the snowpack 

 

Different types of snow grains hold different amounts of water 

Activities 

Snow Science Vocabulary Journal Page 

Snow Metamorphosis Indoor Lesson 

Snow Pits and Snow Profile Journal Page 

Snow Scavenger Hunt 

Snow Met Prof Hike 

Icety-Ice-Ice 

Freezemeister is Coming 

Snow Journey EP 

Avy Search and Rescue 

Snow Science Research Project 

Avalanche danger in a particular area is determined by the  

weather, terrain, and snowpack conditions 

 

Water is needed for human survival and less than 1% of  

Earth’s water is available for human use 

 

Major human uses of water include: agriculture, industry,  

personal, and recreation 

 

Water rights in Colorado are governed by the state 

 judicial system 

Water Cycle Journal Page 

States of Water Journal Page 

Water Cycle Journey Activity 

States of Water Activity Cards 

Snow-Water Equivalency 

Watershed in your Hand 

Downriver 

Icety-Ice-Ice 

Avy Search and Rescue 

Organisms have developed  

physical and behavioral 

adaptations for winter survival 

 

 

Snow is a good insulator and  

allows organisms to survive  

the cold winter temperatures 

Skills 

Snow Pits and Snow Profile Journal Page 

Avalanche Prof Hike 

Avalanche EP 

Avy Search and Rescue 

Water Management Prof Hike 

Water Planet Demo 

Snow-Water Equivalency 

Snow Science Research Project 

Water Management EI 

Winter Adaptations Game 

Winter Adaptations Fact Sheets 

Forest Ecology Prof Hikes 

Wildlife Labs EP 

 

Water occurs naturally in 3  

physical states (solid, liquid,  

gas) and changes between  

each state 

 

A limited amount of water is  

recycled through the water  

cycle 

 

Snowmelt provides an  

important source of water  

within a watershed 

How does snow affect 

an ecosystem? 

Describe snow metamorphosis  Diagram the water cycle and a watershed Dig a snow pit and use tools    Evaluate snowpack for avalanche danger and water content   

Identify types of snow grains  Identify winter adaptations and organisms Apply and use scientific process  Describe personal and human uses of water 

How does snow affect humans? 

Snow is important to humans because it can create  

avalanche danger and it is an important  

water source 

Snow is not uniform; differences in temperature  

and pressure cause the physical change of snow  

grains over time 


